KECSKEMET Air Show

FRI

TBC

HUNGARY

Fly from your departure airport to BUDAPEST. You are met on arrival and we spend the day at the

viewing area. There is also the chance to visit the Airport aviation museum. Our hotel is a short drive away.
SAT
Today we drive south, first stopping at the aviation museum at DUNAVARSANY. Then on to the
next stop at TABORFALVA for MIG 15 and MI8 and then the AIRFORCE MUSEUM at SZOLNOK. Then we
also visit the old museum site, which still has several very nice aircraft. Then some short stops in both
JAKABSZALLAS (Mig 15) and BOCSA (Li2), before arriving at our hotel near KECEL.
SUN

We have the whole day at the KECSKEMET AIRSHOW. We return in the evening to the same hotel.

MON
After breakfast, we have a private visit to the museum at KECEL and drive northwest, with further
stops at KISAPOSTAG airfield with a Mig 15, DOMSOD (Ka26), SEREGELYES (Ka26), BORGOND airfield
with AN2 and a small collection of sport aircraft, SZEKESFEHERVAR (Mi8) and finally VELENCE (Ka26)
Then after a quick look in at BUDAPEST, we arrive back at our first hotel.
TUE Today we spend the whole day visiting several aircraft around city, including the tech school at
CSEPEL and various Mi2s, Mi8s, AN2s, We also visit BUDOARS airfield with it's military collection
and nearby Mig 15. We will try to arrange a flight in the Malev Li2. In the evening we return to BUD for our
return flights

REGIONAL DEPARTURES - OWN FLIGHTS

Tour Cost: £399

Deposit: £189

Single Room: £199

Includes: Ground transportation, 4 nights hotel (Bed & Breakfast)

For those with less time, or that have seen the preserved aircraft before
We are offering a shorter tour, just to the Airshow itself.
SAT Fly to BUDAPEST and you will be met on arrival. Some time viewing at the viewing area, then we
transfer to our nearby hotel.
SUN Drive direct to the air show for a full day. Return to Budapest in the evening,
for late evening flight, or you can stay at an airport hotel with flight on Monday

OWN FLIGHTS
1 NIGHT HOTEL

£169

If the dates of this show are close to the Zeltweg or Slovak airshows, it will be combined

